JUMPING UP

From the dog’s perspective, jumping up at people is
usually a friendly greeting behaviour but it can be
unpleasant, even dangerous, for us humans. Rather
than respond in a confrontational manner though, it
is best to ask the dog for an alternative behaviour.

Why do dogs jump up at people?
Jumping up is in most cases an
attempt at greeting face-to-face or
to get attention. Since our faces are
higher up, it is understandable that
dogs use jumping as a way to get
closer to us.

Step 1: Prevent reinforcement
and repetition
Until the dog has learned an
alternative behaviour and visitors
understand what to reward, try to
avoid any form of reinforcement
for jumping up as this will keep the
behaviour getting stronger.
The first important step is therefore
to instruct everyone who interacts
with your dog to stop responding
to the behaviour. Jumping up is
reinforced by any form of giving
attention, including to tell the dog
off or push them down (which is
never a good idea!).
Even looking at the dog is enough
to reinforce jumping up, so turn
away from the dog, keep your eyes
level or look at the ceiling and fold
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your arms if necessary. The dog
will normally stop jumping after
a few seconds. Then immediately
reward the dog with treats or play.
When you or a visitor come to
the door and your dog jumps up
in excitement, the most effective
option is to go back out and close
the door behind you. Wait a few
seconds and then try again. In
most cases, it will only take a few
repetitions until the dog learns that
jumping up makes people go away
and they will try to keep their paws
on the floor.
As a bare minimum - if you or
another person really have to enter
the house - completely ignore the
dog and walk straight past them.
Once the dog has settled down,
give them attention.

Step 2: Teach alternative
behaviours
A good initial exercise to reduce
jumping up is rewarding ‘four paws
on the floor’. Pay attention to your
dog so you can quickly reward
them for keeping their paws on the

floor in any situation where they
are likely to jump up at people.
You can also practice this out of
context by slowly moving a tasty
treat towards your dog’s mouth.
Every time your dog jumps towards
the treat, immediately withdraw
the treat. Timing is everything: You
need to quickly remove the treat
the moment the dog’s paws leave
the floor. The dog will learn that
jumping up makes the treat go
away. If the dog keeps their paws
on the floor until the treat is close
to their nose, quickly give the treat.
Asking your dog to ‘sit’ to greet is
another simple solution to prevent
them from jumping up. First though,
you need to teach your dog a solid
‘sit’ under various distractions.
If the dog sits, you or the visitor can
then reward the dog with a treat
and/or play.
Finally, teaching your dog to go
fetch a toy in a greeting situation is
a great outlet for their energy and
also keeps their mouths occupied.
As with teaching ‘sit’, practise
the skill of ‘fetching a toy’ out of
context first before using it with
visitors.

